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So you’ve launched your brand, and begun to grow. It may have started 
with baby steps, a little at a time, or maybe you were able to watch the 
numbers and clicks go up in real time. But then, something happens. 
You hit a wall, or things just don’t seem to be growing at the rate you 
want them to. 

“What happened?” you can’t help but wonder. And where do you go 
from here? 

If you’ve already begun your journey to scaling your e-commerce 
brand, you probably know the feeling. 

We have created this eBook to save you from the most common traps 
and pitfalls when planning to expand your e-commerce reach and 
overall sales. Your time, effort, and desire to succeed is worth a closer 
look at how you can avoid frustrating delays so that you can achieve 
and exceed your marketing goals.

Note: If you have fallen into any of the following traps: that’s okay! 
That just means you haven’t had the tools and information to know 
differently...until now that is!

Introduction
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competition and with eBay sometimes even non-paying customers) 
but once a user discovers your brand on an alternative site, they might 
choose to look you up.

And that’s where you want to remember consistency in branding above 
all things, so that every place a potential client lands on under your 
name all links back to your shop and what you have to offer.

To give you a jumpstart in your search for the ultimate e-commerce 
solution, here are our top picks we can recommend in full confidence:

Amazon is a clear top choice when it comes to 
e-commerce marketplaces. Amazon has a reputation 

for lightning quick delivery and customer service and it shows—
third party sellers are drawn to Amazon above other e-commerce 
marketplaces because they know that that’s where the buyers are. 
Over 150 million people use Amazon today, for everything from books 
and gifts to fulfilling everyday basic needs and groceries. Amazon 
Marketplace has name recognition. Third-party companies can 
legitimately enjoy using it as a strong platform, tallying sales from 
trusting consumers who already want to buy from a familiar and 
reputable site.

At the end of the day, Shopify is our all around pick 
when it comes to choosing an e-commerce platform 

(and we’re not the only ones). Shopify just gives customers an overall 
better experience. There’s the Shop App to help add to the ease of 
mobile shopping, Shop Pay (for buying now and paying later) and 
(coming soon) Shopify Balance to help Small Businesses keep track 
of their sales, bills, and expenses too. It’s no surprise that e-commerce 
experts think Shopify is headed straight to the top of more than just 
our list. 

1. Choosing the Wrong    
E-Commerce Platform
So you have your own website or other favorite marketplace: why do 
you need to add your products to other e-commerce sites? Don’t you 
want to drive traffic to your preferred platform instead? 

At the end of the day, customers are looking for a familiar shopping 
experience: there’s comfort and even sometimes sentimentality 
in returning to something they’re used to. If they’ve had a good 
experience previously somewhere, that was the right platform and 
sometimes, that’s all you need. Picture your products: where do you see 
them listed?

By neglecting to offer up or display your products on other e-commerce 
marketplaces, you’re giving up the potential for massive scaling over 
time. Shopify’s site says that:

This is called multi-channel e-commerce, and it’s more important than 
you realize. 

Even well-established brands have their own storefronts on 
e-commerce marketplaces like Amazon or eBay. Of course there 
are downsides to any platform (Amazon of course means heavy 

“Your brand presence goes beyond your online 

store. It’s about being where people spend 

their time before they spend their money.”

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2020/08/06/how-to-build-safety-and-trust-in-digital-customer-engagement/#6008716dd004
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2020/08/06/how-to-build-safety-and-trust-in-digital-customer-engagement/#6008716dd004
http://lightning quick delivery
https://www.shopify.com/?ref=sellers-choice
https://www.forbes.com/sites/gulnazkhusainova/2020/05/21/shopify-has-a-plan-for-e-commerce-domination-and-it-just-might-work/#d48376f58d1e
https://www.shopify.com/?ref=sellers-choice
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Alternative Options Include:

Etsy can be a great online marketplace for brands that 
want to sell their crafty wares. They charge $0.20 per 

listing, plus a 5% transaction fee when you make a sale, but all in all, 
once you make an account, creating a storefront with Etsy is relatively 
easy and has earned recognition as a go-to place for a more personal 
and unique marketplace touch.

Walmart remains a retail giant, both on and off the 
eCommerce space. As their site says, “The world’s 

largest omnichannel retailer has big ideas and a bright future. And 
we’re looking for partners like you.” An attractive proposition from yet 
another way to ensure your products are being seen on a greater scale—
and with options like the Marketplace Programs, you can find even 
easier ways to scale. 

eBay is more than just a place for resellers and bidding 
on rare collectibles. eBay now allows brands to create 

their own store with an eBay Stores subscription to help draw traffic to 
your page. Selling on eBay is easy, and tried and true for over 25 years. 
And now with other brands selling their products directly on eBay, it 
helps legitimize it as another space for e-commerce brands. 

Bigcommerce is another option that many 
e-commerce brands enjoy for the relative ease and 

attractive appearance that comes with utilizing their platform. They 
don’t charge a transaction fee and they are incredibly customizable 
and flexible for your brand’s needs. They also come with an eBay 
integration, so you can spread your reach even further.  

https://www.thebalancesmb.com/what-is-etsy-1794392
https://www.thebalancesmb.com/what-is-etsy-1794392
https://marketplace.walmart.com/programs/
https://www.inkfrog.com/?utm_medium=affiliate&utm_source=2026459&rfsn=2026459.ec667d
https://www.inkfrog.com/?utm_medium=affiliate&utm_source=2026459&rfsn=2026459.ec667d
https://pages.ebay.com/seller-center/run-your-store/subscriptions-and-fees.html#m22_tb_a2__4
https://www.folio3.com/7-reasons-why-bigcommerce-is-the-ultimate-ecommerce-solution
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As you identify a target customer, if you don’t take the time to 
understand who your ideal customer is, and the way that they shop, 
you A) won’t sell to them or B) be discoverable at all (or perhaps both!)

Keyword research is one of the best ways to ensure that you better 
understand your target market and what they value. Using Google 
search is one way to get started to see what phrases are generated after 
you begin to type the term for one of your products. 

But choosing the most popular keywords isn’t always the best 
idea. When it comes to SEO, the more popular a word is, the more 
competition there is. By adding specificity to your keywords, you’re 
also more likely not to wind up buried underneath tens (or hundreds) 
of other e-commerce sellers who also sell something as generic-
sounding (but certainly searched) as “women’s shirts.” There are also 
plenty of cool programs designed exactly to help you compare SEO and 
your keywords against potential competitors, whether you want to get 
started or take it to the next level.

A personal favorite is Hubspot’s Ideal Client Profile creator. It’ll 
help you sort through collecting and analyzing sales data to not 
only understand where the customer is now, but their trajectory as a 
consumer.

2. Misunderstanding 
Your Ideal Customer

https://www.semrush.com/lp/sem/en/?ref=4484731753&utm_campaign=aio_%20campaign&utm_source=berush&utm_medium=promo&utm_term=23
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesagencycouncil/2020/08/06/benefits-of-seo-for-businesses/#228c6a8c7ba2
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesagencycouncil/2020/08/06/benefits-of-seo-for-businesses/#228c6a8c7ba2
https://www.semrush.com/lp/sem/en/?ref=4484731753&utm_campaign=aio_ campaign&utm_source=berush&utm_medium=promo&utm_term=23
https://blog.hubspot.com/agency/create-ideal-client-profile
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3. Poor or Confusing 
Website Design

When it comes to representing your brand, appearances do matter—
your brand and your site are interchangeable in the mind of the 
customer so you want to make sure that your site reflects both you 
and your brand. Do you have a layout that fits your brand? Is it in a 
memorable color scheme or utilizing a font that customers will come 
to associate with you? These are some things to keep in mind in the 
design portion of building your brand’s site. You want to invest in 
quality brand imagery in order to better foster ongoing relationships, 
recognition, and connection.

But while having an attractive design is desirable, more importantly, is 
it clear to the consumer what you are offering, exactly? Even more than 
an attractive design, you need to make sure your e-commerce website 
is functional.

If it is confusing or complicated, even if the products you sell are 
attractive and otherwise an amazing buy, you might lose the customer 
based on a poor website experience.

Think about your own time spent shopping or even just navigating the 
web: we don’t suffer poor website design lightly. If it’s inconvenient, it’s 
out! Make sure you prioritize intuitiveness throughout design.

How your website loads, how easy it is to navigate the pages, and so on 
will all impact how customers will come to think of your brand. They 
will relate your product to their experience shopping for said product, 
so make sure you focus on making your site as intuitive as possible with 
well thought out and tested UX (User Experience Design) and UI (User 
Interface Design).

People don’t just shop on their computers anymore (and they haven’t 
for some time). In fact, as of last year, we know that people spend 
considerably more time on mobile devices than their computers.

If you haven’t checked how your e-commerce site looks for mobile 
as well as for a computer layout, you can wind up with the same 

4. Not Optimizing 
for Mobile Devices

Bad vs Good

https://usabilitygeek.com/10-most-common-web-design-mistakes-small-businesses-make/
https://creativemarket.com/?u=sellerschoice
https://creativemarket.com/?u=sellerschoice
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2019/01/28/seven-aspects-of-website-design-crucial-for-drawing-in-customers/#7f4ad344137ehttps://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2019/01/28/seven-aspects-of-website-design-crucial-for-drawing-in-customers/#7f4ad344137e
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2019/01/28/seven-aspects-of-website-design-crucial-for-drawing-in-customers/#7f4ad344137ehttps://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2019/01/28/seven-aspects-of-website-design-crucial-for-drawing-in-customers/#7f4ad344137e
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/28776/the-ultimate-cheat-sheet-for-mastering-mobile-marketing.aspx
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/28776/the-ultimate-cheat-sheet-for-mastering-mobile-marketing.aspx
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problem as Mistake #3. Confusing layouts and design are abandoned 
in exchange for sites that have more attractive and easily navigable 
mobile sites.

Does that mean that your mobile site is more important than 
your desktop site design? Nope: as it turns out, buyers want 
multifunctionality. That means that they want to be able to look at the 
shoes they were lusting over on their desktop earlier, in bed later while 
on their phones, and vice versa.
This is why neglecting to optimize your e-commerce site for mobile 
devices is such a fatal mistake when it comes to scaling your brand. 
If you don’t focus on multifunctionality, you’re only holding your 
brand back. 

5. Not Writing SEO Friendly 
& Easily-Readable Content
Part of scaling your e-commerce brand comes across in the tone of 
all the content you create: whether it’s for your site, newsletter, social 
media, or any other extension of you and your brand. 

Many brands get wrapped up with the SEO-side of web copy. As we 
mentioned before, keywords and SEO are some of the ways to ensure 
that potential clients find you and your brand: but having a friendly 
and approachable tone is how you make the sale - and retain them as a 
customer, too.

You want it to be like a dialogue: not like an info-dump. Of course you 
can (and should be) informative, with the right SEO keywords — but 

https://www.smartinsights.com/mobile-marketing/mobile-marketing-analytics/mobile-marketing-statistics/
https://www.smartinsights.com/mobile-marketing/mobile-marketing-analytics/mobile-marketing-statistics/
https://www.bizjournals.com/bizjournals/how-to/marketing/2020/08/what-seo-means-for-your-small-business.html
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Having a unified brand narrative is essential for your brand to grow and 
thrive. How would you like customers to think of your brand? Where 
were you established and what is your story?

These are the kinds of questions you want to always ask yourself as you 
continue to scale. 

How have your successes created new victories and opportunities for 
clients? Capture these critical points in your brand messages, and you’ll 
see new users captivated at your compelling brand story. When you 
have a strong brand identity, you create trust, not only for customers 
but potential future employees, too.

Of course, scaling is just one part of growth: as your brand grows your 
ideals or bigger picture can change with it. Just remember to stay true 
to your mission for your ideal customers. By honing in on your brand’s 
message, instead of letting it become amorphous and complicated, 
you’ll lead to better outcomes - and that’s the first step to building 
stronger client relationships. 

when you focus on the client as an individual, and make your content 
enjoyable for the reader, they will want to know more about what you 
(and your brand) has to say.

Many businesses struggle to find the balance when it comes to creating 
content that is optimized both for SEO and enjoyable reading...but 
both sides are necessary when it comes to scaling your e-commerce 
business. 

Along with good design and readability, another important thing to 
think about when designing your e-commerce store is: does your site 
demonstrate a strong brand message? 

This is what customers will leave your storefront thinking about. 
Whether consciously or subconsciously, clients associate you with the 
little pieces that make up the image you’ve made for yourself online.

6. Not Displaying a Strong 
Brand Message

On top of losing clients over poor loading speed or bad design, let’s not 
forget about the unspoken Golden Rule of Business: Do unto others, as 
you would have them write about in Google Reviews.

One bad experience for a customer is enough to lose them for life, in 
fact: 96% of customers will leave you after a bad experience. When 
scaling, treat every customer with the utmost respect, kindness, and 
prompt responses.

7. Poor Customer Service

https://www.deluxe.com/sbrc/branding/six-reasons-why-strong-brand-important-small-business
https://blog.hubspot.com/agency/develop-brand-identity
https://www.forbes.com/sites/shephyken/2020/07/12/ninety-six-percent-of-customers-will-leave-you-for-bad-customer-service/#c52d5a630f82
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How do you begin to build brand loyalty? Oftentimes that lies in 
fostering community. Shopify suggests that there are three major 
steps towards building community: 1. Get someone to sign up for your 
website, 2. Get them to engage with your content, and 3. Get them 
to share your content with their friends. Each of those steps rises in 
customer commitment to your brand, and thereby their loyalty towards 
it, too.

By ensuring that you are adding value to each of those steps (what 
are they getting from signing up? Why should they engage with your 
content? Why should they share it with their friends?) you are helping 
them along the tracks of making those clients a loyal member of your 
brand’s community. 

8. Not Focusing Enough on 
Building a Community

First impressions are key: if you or your brand comes off as flippant or 
uncommunicative then they may not only choose not to come back, 
but they may also tell their friends or followers on social media about 
their negative experience. 

Of course, accidents (and fussy clients) do happen. A negative 
experience here, even if you are as prepared as you possibly can be, 
is normal. In these cases, the best thing you possibly can do is show 
responsiveness to criticism. Take the blame when it lies with you and 
see how you can help make them a happier customer. Sometimes 
customers just want you to say when you’ve messed up and offer a 
solution.

https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/brand-loyalty-ecommerce
https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/brand-loyalty-ecommerce
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/tips-handling-negative-customer-reviews-online/353470/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/tips-handling-negative-customer-reviews-online/353470/
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Every successful brand goes through an experimental phase. Trying 
out different advertising methods or testing different marketplaces 
can be a waste of potential growth and revenue if you’re not properly 
measuring results and experimenting methodically.

Also known as Split Testing, A/B Testing is a great way to see what type 
of copy and products resonate the most with your audience. It’s really 
about comparing two versions of the same email, web page, or other 
social post to see which performs better. 

It may seem frustrating to split your attention and efforts into different 
streams, but testing is an important part of figuring out what works and 
what doesn’t. 

This kind of testing means that inevitably, some of your attempts 
at marketing will fail: but if you take those attempts as learning 
experiences your business will truly have the opportunity to grow. In 
fact, Forbes suggests that by failing early, cheaply, and often, you can 
avoid major mishaps down the road.

9. Not Testing or 
Trying New Things

As Shopify says: “When you give your customers the chance to join, 
engage with, and share your brand with others, you welcome them 
into personal relationships that deepen over time. These changing 
relationships are the difference between one-time transactional 
relationships and lifelong brand loyalty.”

https://www.shopify.com/blog/the-complete-guide-to-ab-testing#1
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinbruce/2016/10/26/the-value-of-trial-and-error-in-entrepreneurship/#4db926bf38a0
https://www.shopify.com/?ref=sellers-choice
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When cultivating an online presence, especially in online retail, you 
need to learn to delegate effectively to the people/agencies who know 
best. Find a company you can trust, is easy to communicate with, and 
has a proven track record in order to help delegate these tasks so the 
weight isn’t left entirely on your shoulders. 

While you feel confident in your products (as you should), finding the 
right company to help delegate tasks like storefront design, pay-per-
click (PPC) ads, listing optimization and overall brand content can 
really help your productivity and growth as you avoid wearing too 
many hats.

Multitasking, often under the attempt to save the need to hire anyone 
on, can lead to distraction, and ultimately, little mistakes that can 
begin to add up. When you have other people in charge of these 
seemingly minor but all-important tasks, you avoid wasting both time 
and money in the long run.

10. Trying to Do 
Everything on Your Own

24
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That’s why you have Seller’s Choice. We do everything from design and 
development to digital advertising, e-commerce SEO and even Amazon 
solutions. 

We’re certified experts across the digital marketing landscape: let 
us help you do what we do best…scaling e-commerce businesses to 
unparalleled heights.

We’re proud of the work we do, and the success stories we’ve created. 
When you work with Seller’s Choice, your success is our success.

You don’t have to do it all on your own: see how we can help scale your 
e-commerce brand today.

A Better Solution

https://www.sellerschoice.digital/
https://www.sellerschoice.digital/design-development
https://www.sellerschoice.digital/design-development
https://www.sellerschoice.digital/digital-advertising
https://www.sellerschoice.digital/ecommerce-seo
https://www.sellerschoice.digital/amazon-solutions
https://www.sellerschoice.digital/amazon-solutions
https://www.sellerschoice.digital/case-studies
https://www.sellerschoice.digital/contact
https://www.sellerschoice.digital/contact

